Scenery

For complete listing of all scenery material available please visit our web site (www.acsupplyco.com) and click on “WOODLAND SCENICS”

T

The Scenery kit

Teaches model scenery. This kit contains all the materials to build a 10” x
18” layout, or landscape your favorite architectural project.
WOO927
The Scenery Kit msrp $108.29 ................................ $64.93

Video

A how-to video using the above scenery kit. A very valuable source for
teaching scenery!
WOO990
How to video msrp $41.99........................................ $24.95

Mountain Valley Scenery Kit

Enough material to landscape a 4’ x 8’ layout. Make mountains, trees, rock
faces, tunnels, and much more. Over $100.00 of material.
WOO928
Mountain Valley Scenery Kit msrp $148.99........... $89.95

rees (Ready made)
Realistic Green Deciduous Trees
WOO1501
3/4” - 1-1/4” 8/pk msrp $13.29.............................. $7.93
WOO1502
1-1/4” - 2”
5/pk msrp $13.29............................... $7.93
WOO1504
2” - 3”
4/pk msrp $14.89............................... $8.93
WOO1507
3” - 4”
3/pk msrp $16.99................................ $9.93
WOO1510
4” - 5”
3/pk msrp $17.99............................. $10.91
WOO1513
5” - 6”
2/pk msrp $17.99............................. $10.91
WOO1516
6” - 7”
2/pk msrp $24.99............................. $14.96
WOO1518
7” - 8”
2/pk msrp $24.99............................. $14.96
Realistic Fall Deciduous Trees
WOO1540
1-1/4” - 3” Fall mix 9/pk
WOO1541
3” - 5”
Fall mix 6/pk
Conifers
WOO1560
WOO1561
WOO1562
WOO1563

Pines 2-1/2” - 4”
Pines 4” - 6”
Pines 6” - 7”
Pines 7” - 8”

5/pk
4/pk
3/pk
3/pk

msrp
msrp

msrp
msrp
msrp
msrp

$25.79...................... $15.42
$26.99......................$16.42

$14.99.......................... $8.93
$14.99........................... $8.93
$18.29......................... $10.93
$20.99......................... $12.39

Tree kits

These trees are actually the kit version of the above trees. Made so that
every tree will look unique. Very simple to build, also shapeable.
Green Deciduous Tree Kits
WOO1101
3/4” - 3”
36/pk
WOO1102
3” - 5”
14/pk
WOO1103
5” - 7”
7/pk

Siding

Use these 3” x 24” basswood clapboard strips where siding would be used
to build or finish your project.
MID4450
MID4451

1/8” lap
1/4” lap

(10 pc)
(10 pc)

$26.90........................................ $22.87
msrp $30.90....................................... $26.27

Use these basswood strips for flooring or siding (3” x 24”).
1/4” groove

(15 pc)

msrp

$35.85................................ $30.48

Curved hemostats

Locks in 3 positions to secure any of your projects while glue is drying.
MIC311
Curved hemostats msrp $5.99......................................... $3.95

msrp
msrp
msrp

$27.39.......................$16.42
$27.39........................$16.42
$27.39........................$16.42

Lichen

Glue using scenic cement.
WOO161
Spring green msrp $13.99...........................................$8.43
WOO162
Light green msrp $13.99.............................................$8.43
WOO163
Medium green msrp $13.99........................................$8.43
WOO164
Dark green msrp $13.99..............................................$8.43
WOO165
Autumn mix msrp $13.99.............................................$8.43
WOO166
Natural msrp $13.99....................................................$8.43
WOO167
Light green mix (Lg bag) msrp $23.99....................$13.87
WOO168
Dark green mix (Lg bag) msrp $23.99...................$13.87

Grass and earth

Tweezers

Fine points, stainless steel. Perfect for delicate work like building bridges.
MIC331
Stainless steel tweezers msrp $5.59................................ $3.50
10 for
msrp $55.90................................................. $29.50
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Conifer Green Tree Kits
WOO1104
Pines 2-1/2” - 4” 42/pk
WOO1105
Pines 4” - 6”
24/pk
WOO1106
Pines 6” - 8”
16/pk

msrp

Flooring
MID4440

$27.99..........................$16.42
$27.99...........................$16.42
msrp $27.99..........................$16.42
msrp

msrp

For realistic flat and contoured surfaces, just sprinkle onto cement covered
surface.
WOO49
Grass (bag of 50 cu in.) msrp $12.99.........................$7.27
WOO50
Earth blend (bag of 50 cu in.) msrp $12.99...............$7.27

Cement

Designed for affixing landscaping materials.
WOO191
Scenic cement (Pint) msrp $10.59..............................$6.38
WOO192
Cement sprayer for application msrp $7.39................$4.38

Scene-A-Rama Glues

WOO4142
WOO4143

Project glue msrp $3.98..............................................$2.99
Sticky-Bond for grass sheets msrp $3.98...................$2.99

Dioramas

Scene-A-Rama products allow you to create an imaginative diorama, display or project. Each product includes
instructions, tips and techniques for unlimited possibilities, and learn how to modify their uses to fit the project!

We supply the material....you supply the imagination! Project base and backdrop not included (available below)

Basic Diorama Kit

Mountain Diorama Kit

Diorama Add-On-Kits

Use these kits to enhance your project, diorama or display. They give it that added detail. If you imagine it. You can build it!

This kit includes a ReadyGrass sheet
for instant, grassy flat area for buildings and habitats. Use the included
bushes, grasses, flowers and your
imagination to create more.
Note: project base and backdrop not
included. Available below!
WOO4110 msrp $30.99.........$18.96

Make mountains, volcanoes, hills,
caves, erosion or any land contours
with rock outcroppings.
Note: project base and backdrop not
included. Available below!
WOO4111 msrp $30.99......... $18.96

Bushes, Foliage & Grasses Rock Outcropping Kit
Add bushes, shrubs, flowers,
weeds, and grasses to a diorama
or display, or create a landscape
on any other project. Works
great with Readygrass sheets!
WOO4120
msrp $15.99 ....................$9.72

Learn how to use a rock mold to
create a multitude of rock formations with casting plaster. We’ll
show you an easy way to make
your rocks look realistic!
WOO4121
msrp $15.99 ....................$9.72

Desert Oasis Diorama Kit

Create a desert oasis scene! Use for
missions, balmy beaches and much
more. Includes palm trees, desert vegetation, short and tall grasses, flowers,
sand, rocks and vines. Note: project
base and backdrop not included.
Available below!
WOO4112 msrp $30.99........$18.96

Ripplin’ Water Kit

Add bushes, shrubs, flowers,
weeds, and grasses to a diorama or display, or create a
landscape on any other project.
Works great with Readygrass
sheets!
WOO4122
msrp $15.99 ....................$9.72

Snow Kit

Woodland Scenics
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Water Diorama kit

Make and color still or moving water
scenes, such as lakes, rivers or waterfalls. Add the included landscaping:
earth colored paint, short and tall
grasses, bushes and vines!
Note: project base and backdrop not
included. Available below!
WOO4113 msrp $30.99........$18.96

Your winter scenes come alive
when you create realistic heavy
drifts or light dustings of snow
for your diorama, display or
project.
WOO4123
msrp $15.99 ....................$9.72

Desert Plant Kits

These plants look so real you
won’t want to touch! Includes
cactus and material for bright
cactus flowers, short and tall
grasses, material for tumbleweeds, brush and scrub
WOO4124
msrp $15.99 ....................$9.72

Project Bases / Backdrop

Project bases come in 2 sizes. They double as shadowboxes and have a built-in
placard for labeling your project. The included backdrops are great for backgrounds,
horizons or labeling project parts.
Deciduous

Conifer

Summer grass

WOO4165
WOO4166

Large base backdrop 10 3/4 x 16 1/4 msrp $13.29......... $7.93
small base backdrop 7 1/2 x 10 3/4 msrp $8.99............. $5.88

Project Book

Sixty-four pages loaded with great ideas for making dioramas,
displays or other projects using Scene-A-Rama products. The
book gives lots of easy tips and techniques with colorful illustrations and photos
WOO4170
Project Book msrp $15.69.................... $10.38

For glues see cements on previous page

Autumn

Green grass

Palm

Desert sand

Ready made Trees & Grass Sheets

Attach the ready grass sheets to your project base to represent grass, earth
or desert sand. The add ready made trees for realism.
Grass sheets are 10 3/4” x 16 1/4 in size. Trees are prebuilt!
WOO4150 Deciduous Trees
msrp $12.99................................ $7.93
WOO4151 Conifer Trees
msrp $12.99................................ $7.93
WOO4152 Palm Trees
msrp $12.99................................ $7.93
WOO4153 Autumn Trees
msrp $12.99................................ $7.93
WOO4160 Summer Grass
msrp $6.49.................................. $3.88
WOO4161 Green Grass
msrp $6.49.................................. $3.88
WOO4162 Desert Sand
msrp $6.49.................................. $3.88
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Dremel

Dremel Trio and Trio Accessories
The Dremel Trio allows users to cut, sand and rout using one multi-purpose tool. Cut multiple
materials including wood, plastic, drywall, sheet metal, wall tile and more without switching
tools. The tool’s unique, 360-degree cutting technology and plunge-cut ability allows users to
make quick and controlled cuts, while its unique, 90-degree pivoting handle facilitates added
control, comfort and accuracy.

Circle cutter shown but not included
available below!

* Start your cut wherever you want because Dremel Trio cutting bits let you make quick
and easy plunge cuts anywhere in the work piece
* The pivoting handle on the Dremel Trio can be positioned straight-up or at a 90-degree
angle for superior tool control and maximum comfort
* The multi-purpose cutting bit included with the Dremel Trio lets you cut a variety of
materials using only one bit
* Note: The Dremel Trio uses only Trio accessories. Dremel rotary tool accessories are
not compatible with the Trio tool.
* 360-degree cutting technology allows you to make cuts in any direction while keeping
the tool in the same orientation. Or, you can follow the cut line like a regular saw, its up
to you
* The high-speed spiral cutting action makes clean cuts with smoother edges that
require less sanding
* 90° pivoting handle for superior comfort and control
* On board dust extraction port to maintain a clean workplace
* Non-marring base to protect delicate work pieces
* Telescoping foot for accurate depth control while cutting, sanding and routing
* 10,000 - 20,000 RPM variable-speed switch for greater versatility and optimal control
* Lock-on button for comfort during extended use
*
*
*
*
*
*

Includes
Trio Tool
TR805 Depth Guide and dust port adaptor
TR563 Trio High Speed Cutter (Carbide)
Trio Mandrel TR407
TR408 ½” 60 grit sanding band (2)
TR432 ½” 120 grit sanding band (2)

DRE6800

msrp

Trio Accessories
Note: Trio only works with Trio Accessories
Sanding

Routing

Cutting

Sanding
TR407 Trio Sanding Drum Mandrel.................4.29
TR408 6 - 60 grit Trio sanding bands..............4.09
TR432 6 - 120 grit Trio sanding bands............4.09
TR445 6 - 240 grit Trio sanding bands............4.09
TR470 Mandrel and 2 ea of above bands.......5.29
Routing
Pictured in the following order
615, 654, 618
TR615 Trio 1/8” Corner Rounding bit............13.74
TR654 Trio 1/4” straight bit............................13.74
TR618 Trio chamfer bit...................................11.28
TR670 Both 654 and 615 ..............................18.92
Cutting
TR560 Trio Guide point piloted bit..................8.42
TR561 Trio multipurpose bit (steel)...............11.58
TR562 Trio wall tile cutting bit.......................18.94
TR563 Trio hardwood/sheet metal (carbide)21.04

* TR445 ½” 240 grit sanding band (2)
* TR654 1/4” Straight Router Bit
* Wrench
* Storage Case
* Owner’s Manual

$188.99......................................................................$129.99

Circle Cutter

TR800 Straight Edge/Circle Guide Attachment.18.94

Multimax
Accessories

More blades and accessories available at www.acsupplyco.com
mm300

mm462

mm470

mm720

mm721

mm722

Universal adaptor, Allows Multi-Max accessories (excluding MultiFlex™) to fit all current oscillating tools from Fein®, Rockwell®, Bosch®,
Craftsman®, Ridgid®, and more.
The Dremel Multi-Max Oscillating Tool offers doit-yourselfers and pros a versatile and effective
multitasking tool. With fast side-to-side motion,
the Multi-Max can take on a variety of projects
that involve repair, remodeling, or restoration.
* Repair. Remodel. Restore.™
* For cutting, grinding, sanding, scraping and
grout removal.
* Optimal Control. Safe Operation. High
Precision. Minimal Dust.
Includes
* Dremel Multi-Max tool
* ¾” Wood Flush Cut Blade, MM440
* 3” Wood and Drywall Saw Blade, MM450
* Hook and Loop Pad, MM11
* 60, 120, and 240 Grit Paper, Wood, MM70W
* Storage Case
* Getting Started Booklet

DRE6300-05

msrp

$36.99.......... $119.95

DREMM300

msrp

$36.99...................................................... $6.83

Flush Cutting Blades

1-1/8” blade speeds through long cuts and can make plunge cuts up to
1 ¼” deep. For cutting wood, drywall, plastic, and soft metal like copper
and 6d-8d finishing nails.

DREMM462 1-1/8” blade ...................................................$17.93
DREMM470 long cutting blade . ........................................$17.93
Dremel Multi-Flex Blades™
The first oscillating tool accessory designed for detailed cutting and
sanding. It has the widest cutting capability of all Dremel oscillating
accessories. Designed for cutting a variety of materials including
wood, metal and plastic. includes multi flex adaptor and 7 blades.
DREMM720 ..........................................................................$24.83
Dremel Multi-Flex™ spiral blades are great for coping wood trim,
crown molding and baseboards and the general cutting of detailed
areas and intricate parts. Includes 3 blades.

DREMM721 ........................................................................$10.82
Dremel Multi-Flex™ saw blades are great for straight cutting of a

Dremel Hook and Loop Pad
Hook and Loop accessory allows the Multi-Max oscillating tool to accept sand papers and diamond sand paper.
DREMM11 msrp $18.99.........................................$10.94
Dremel Sanding Pads for Paint
Use 80 grit for sanding off paint.
Use 120 grit for sanding primer, removing brush strokes
and paint runs and drops.
Use 240 grit for final sanding of primers before coating.
DREMM080P 6 ea grit msrp $30.99.....................$15.26
Dremel Sanding Pads for Wood
Use 60 grit for rough wood or metal sanding, and rust or
old finish removal.
Use 120 grit for general wood or metal sanding.
Use 240grit for final finishing of wood, metal, plaster and
other surfaces.
DREMM080W 6 ea grit msrp $30.99...................$15.26

variety of materials including wood, PVC and copper pipe. 3 blades.

DREMM722

Rotary Tool

........................................................................$10.82

Dremel Engraver

Dremel Hot Knife

Engraver

At 7200 strokes per minute, the stroke adjustment dial controls stroke depth engrave on plastic, glass, ceramic and
metal. Use on tools and school equipment to keep loss to a
minimum. INCLUDES 1 CARBIDE POINT!

Variable speed tool

55 accessories, micro accessory case and
storage case
DRE300 msrp $144.99........................ $99.95

DRE290
msrp $36.99........................... $22.95
DRE9924 Carbide replacement tip
msrp $10.99..............................$6.95
DRE9929 Diamond pt replacement tip
msrp $38.99........................... $24.95

Complete Dremel Catalog Available
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www.acsupplyco.com

email - acsupply4712@sbcglobal.net

Versa tip “Plus”

30 watt multipurpose tool with 5 different tips capable of soldering, wood burning, hot knife cutting,
leather crafting and more.
DRE1550
msrp $47.99....................... $29.95

1-800-536-0238

fax 1-800-466-4354

The Dremel EZ Lock makes accessory changes as easy as PULL - TWIST - RELEASE! The one piece mandrel design simplifies the process of changing cutting wheels and makes it easy to cut through a range of materials from metal to plastic. Cutoff wheels last 2 times as
long as typical fiberglass reinforced cutoff wheels. No tiny screws to loose or tiny screw driver to find!

Dremel

Dremel EZ Lock system
For “Extra Value” EZ Lock set see 684-1EZ below!
EZ Lock cloth polishing

EZ Lock kit

wheel

great for restoring metal to its original shine.
Unlimited applications. Compatible with
EZ402 and standard 402 mandrel!
DREEZ423E msrp $5.99..................... $3.79

Contains EZ402 mandrel and 5 EZ456 cutting
wheels!
DREEZ406 msrp $25.99....................$14.99

EZ Lock Cutting wheels

EZ Lock Finishing abrasive pads
180 and 280 grit

Use EZ402 mandrel only! Lasts twice as long
as fiberglass reinforced discs
EZ456 is for cutting metal (shown left)
EZ476 is for cutting plastic
DREEZ456 5 pieces msrp $18.99.......$10.99
DREEZ476 5 pieces msrp $18.99.......$10.99

Refinish furniture, clean grills, remove paint,
tarnish and more. Compatible with EZ402
and standard 402 mandrel!
DREEZ511E msrp $6.99..................... $4.89

EZ Lock Finishing abrasive buffs
320 grit 2 pk

EZ Lock Mandrel

One piece mandrel design eliminates the need
for a screw. Compatible with all Dremel rotary
tools. First patented system of its kind.
DREEZ402 msrp $16.99...................... $8.99

Light sanding and tarnish removal. Also
great for car detailing and restoring door and
window hardware. Compatible with EZ402
mandrel and standard 402 mandrel!
DREEZ512E msrp $7.19..................... $4.99

Rotary Tool Sets
$47.55 Value

$47.55 Value

Cleaning / Polishing Kit

Polish a variety of materials to a high luster,
clean those tough-to-reach areas, plus a whole
lot more (20 PIECES)
Reusable storage box
Application and material usage included
400 series XPR storage case compatible
Removable organizer tray
DRE684 msrp $35.99.......................$22.45

Cut- Off Wheel Set

EZ Lock Cleaning / Polishing Kit

Router Bit Set

$54.74 Value
Reusable storage box
Includes
* 511E 180 & 280 Grit Abrasive Buffs
* 512E 320 Grit Abrasive Buff
* EZ471SA 36 Grit, Detail Abrasive Brush
* EZ472SA 120 Grit, Detail Abrasive Brush
* 421 Polishing Compound
* 423E EZ Lock Polishing ClothDRE
684-01 msrp $35.99..........................$22.45

Sanding / Grinding Set

$97.64 Value

A set of high speed router bits made from
high-grade steel packaged in reusable plastic case. For routing, inlaying and mortising
in wood and other soft materials. Use with
#335 router Attachment and #231 Shaper /
Router Table
DRE692 msrp $75.99........................$47.90
DRE335 msrp $59.99........................$36.99
DRE231 msrp $69.99........................$44.30

$45.16 Value

Sharpen lawn tools, remove rust, sand down
a sticking door, and engrave on glass, plus a
whole lot more. Contains 31 genuine Dremel
accessories for most every sanding, smoothing, shaping or grinding need.
DRE686 msrp $35.99........................$22.45

$46.77 Value

General Purpose Set

Contains 69 cut-off wheels (Dremels most
popular cutting bits, and a 402 mandrel. Reslot a screw, cut conduit, rusted hose clamps,
plus a whole lot more (69 PIECES)
DRE688 msrp $35.99........................$22.45

Everything you need to cut, carve, sand,
grind, clean, and polish, plus a whole lot
more
DRE687 msrp $35.99........................$22.45

Carving/Engraving Kit

$47.55 Value

Mini accessory case
11 assorted accessories
2 diamond points included
DRE689 msrp $32.99.........................$19.45

$130.00 Value

Mega General Purpose Set

This kit contains 160 Genuine Dremel accessories including 8 EZ Lock accessories to
accomplish most any job.
Multiple pockets for easy organization
DRE710 msrp $79.99........................$49.99

For more tools and new items from Dremel, visit our web page at www.acsupplyco.com!
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Paasche Airbrushes

Beginner Air brushes

Call for free exploded
view parts book and
price list

All parts 25% off Retail

The complete Paasche line is available from AC Supply. If you don’t
see the brush or part that you want, call for pricing along with an exploded
view of all Paasche air brushes. www.acsupplyco.com
Single action air brush

The worlds most popular air brush recommended
for beginners. Suitable for left and right handed
people.
Air pressure required: 1/2 to 1cfm
Comes complete with 1/4 oz color cup, wrenches
and hanger.
H#1 Spray pattern 1/32” - 1” light fluids
H#3 Spray pattern 1/32”- 1 1/4” medium fluids
H#5 Spray pattern 1/16”- 1 1/2” heavy fluids
PASH#1
PASH#3
PASH#5

#1 Air brush only msrp $69.99.... $48.00
#3 Air brush only msrp $69.99.... $48.00
#5 Air brush only msrp $69.99.... $48.00
any 2 of the above................. ea $44.99

Dual action air brush

Rocking finger lever permits flexibility of air and color
combination without work stoppage. Air pressure
required: 1/2 to 1CFM
Comes complete with 1/4 oz color cup, wrenches
and hanger.
VL#1 Spray pattern 1/32” - 1” light fluids
VL#3 Spray pattern 1/32”- 1 1/4” medium fluids
VL#5 Spray pattern 1/16”- 1 1/2” heavy fluids

Single action H air brush set
Above air brush with #1, 3, and 5 tip assemblies, 1 oz
and 3 oz color bottle assemblies, 1 oz bottle and cap,
a-1/8” 6 ft braided air hose assembly and 22 airbrush
lessons booklet.
PASH-SET

Comes with air brush, 1 oz bottle assembly, 3 oz bottle
assembly, 1/4 oz metal color cup, 4’ braided air hose,
propel valve and wrench, 9 oz can propel, 22 air brush
lessons booklet.
Single Action Airbrushes
H#1 set msrp $97.99 .............. $65.99
H#3 set msrp $97.99............... $65.99
H#5 set msrp $97.99............... $65.99
2+ above H series.............. ea $59.99
Dual Action Airbrushes
PAS2P-VL#1 VL#1 set msrp $129.99 .......... $83.99
PAS2P-VL#3 VL#3 set msrp $129.99.............. $83.99
PAS2P-VL#5 VL#5 set msrp $129.99.............. $83.99
2+ VL series above............ ea $77.99
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#1 Air brush only msrp $112.00.. $73.99
#3 Air brush only msrp $112.00.. $73.99
#5 Air brush only msrp $112.00.. $73.99
any 2 of the above............... ea $67.99

Complete set msrp $109.99.......... $74.99
2+.......................................... ea $69.99

Travelers kit complete w/propel

PAS2P-H#1
PAS2P-H#3
PAS2P-H#5

PASVL#1
PASVL#3
PASVL#5

D-500 Compressor

Economical and suitable for all air brushes,
spraying thinned fluids. It is capable of delivering
up to 40lbs of pressure. The D-500 is an oil-less
diaphragm unit and comes with a grounded 3 wire
cord. It operates on 115 volts, 1 phase, 60 cycle,
1/10 HP, and delivers 1/2 CFM @ 20PSI.
PASD500
Air compressor
msrp $189.99 ...........................................$99.95

Dual action VL air brush set

Above air brush with #1, 3, and 5 tip assemblies, 1 oz
and 3 oz color bottle assemblies, 1 oz bottle and cap,
a 1/8” 6 ft braided air hose assembly and 22 airbrush
lessons booklet.
PASVL-SET Complete set msrp $129.99....... $84.99
2+......................................... ea $77.99

ph 1-800-536-0238
fax 1-800-466-4354
www.acsupplyco.com

Braided Hose

Constructed for durability, this brightly covered
braid over plastic is the ideal air hose for use with
all Paasche air brushes. Maximum working PSI is
100 PSI. Couplings are factory sealed.
PASA-1/8”-6’

6 ft Braided hose
$18.99........................$11.82
PASA-1/8”-10’ 10 ft Braided hose
msrp $17.99........................$11.10
msrp

